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Republican presidential
candidates swarm Dordt
Lydia Marcus – Staff Writer
In the first three weeks of this semester,
three Republican presidential candidates visited
Dordt’s campus. That’s not bad for a school of
Dordt’s stature.
On Aug. 27, the Dordt College Republicans
club invited candidate Carly Fiorina to
participate in a town-hall meeting which boasted
over 200 people. On Sept. 1, the Dordt College
Republicans club helped the Family Leader
organization host candidates Bobby Jindal and
Rick Santorum.
“We are always looking for ways to bring
candidates to campus,” said senior Steve Kelly,
president of the Dordt College Republicans
club. “That’s one of our main goals because that
is how people learn the most about a candidate.”
The process of inviting a candidate to campus
begins with reaching out to the campaign staff
members.
“There is usually someone on the campaign
staff who sets the schedule for the candidate,”
Kelly said. “What I do is explain to them how
making a stop at Dordt would be beneficial to
them because they are looking to reach as many
people as they can. It helps that our club has been
established for a while so that we can mention

the large attendance at our previous events.”
Meeting political candidates face-to-face and
hearing their candid thoughts is an invaluable
experience to concerned voters.
“Meeting candidates is the only way to really
judge their character,” said Caeden Tinklenberg,
the club’s director of social media. “You can’t get
an honest interaction through the media or from
an arena seat. Some of the candidates I have
met—both at this year’s events and at events
last year that I attended with the CRs [College
Republicans] such as CPAC—have proven to be
less than what I hoped for in a leader. Others
have blown me away with their sincerity and
interest in my concerns and opinions.”
Sophomore Kate Van Weelden believes
hearing candidates speak in-person improves
her level of political understanding. “I feel like I
have a deeper knowledge of their agenda as well
as their strengths and weaknesses after hearing
the candidates speak,” she said. “For instance,
as a future educator, I am very concerned with
Common Core and Education reform. When
Carly Fiorina was here, I was able to ask her
on those topics and she gave a very insightful
response.”
Throughout the fall, there will be more
opportunities for Dordt students and Sioux

Artist spins a tale in one day

Dordt College Republicans share a photo with Republican candidate Bobby Jindal.
Center community members to interact with
politicians. On October 28, Dordt will host a
state legislator forum featuring Dordt alumni.
On Oct. 29-31, Dordt will host the Iowa
Conference on Presidential Politics (ICPP)
where Students will have the opportunity to
hear representatives of the Democratic and
Republican parties.
“Students should attend these presentations
because it is important for them to cast an
informed vote,” Kelly said.
Tinklenberg also voiced his support of large
attendances at these events.
“Attending events provide students with a
glimpse into a world that they may not have fully

Ellen Dengah and Ashley Huizinga – Staff Writers
Not much about Chicago artist Sergio
Gomez, a world-renowned graphic designer,
artist, and founder of international online
magazine visualarttoday.com, is conventional
or predictable. Many of you might have seen
Gomez working on a thought-provoking piece
of artwork in the classroom building on Friday,
Sept. 11.
Diamond reporters asked the artist about the
source of his inspiration. His answer: “Basically
everything, and every moment.”
“Sometimes,” Gomez said, “I see something
that moves me to create something.”
Anyone who has ever seen him in action
cannot fail to recognize that his craft is not
easy. Yet watching him work effortlessly, one

Photo by Jon Jansen

would never assume his art boasts a high level of
difficulty.
“It’s a gift, a God-given gift” Sergio said. “We
are all gifted in different ways. My gift is art.”
Gomez took breaks from his work to answer
questions and talked about what his art means
to him. The drawing, located directly inside
the main doors of the classroom building,
was originally meant to be a contemporary
representation of “Peter Walking on the Water,”
but the piece took shape throughout the day
to become so much more than that. Gomez’s
drawing is a representation of his thoughts
on how the world is broken by sin. The Twin
Towers, the oil spill, and a sinking lifeboat all
represent our fallen world.
Continued on page 7

accepted as their own yet,” said Tinklenberg.
“Politics are very complex, very polarizing, and
yet one of the most important things for citizens
of both the U.S. and the Kingdom to be involved
in.”
Young voters have a special responsibility
to be politically engaged. As Van Weelden said,
“As Millennials in this nation, we are seen as
the future. We are the ones who will be trying
to get jobs in the next five years. It is therefore
necessary that we are concerned with the
upcoming election because whomever is elected
has a huge impact on our future economy, social
policies, and national security.”

Christian college group
splinters
Joel Dotinga – Staff Writer

Chicago artist Sergio Gomez uses charcoal in his commemorative 9/11 art.

Contributed photo.

Union University and Oklahoma
Wesleyan University recently dropped their
membership with the Council for Christian
Colleges and Universities (CCCU). Both
institutions cite the CCCU’s sluggishness of
taking a stance on whether member schools
should allow those in a same-sex marriage to
be hired as faculty or staff.
On July 20, two CCCU member
schools—Goshen College and Eastern
Mennonite University—approached the
CCCU and announced the changing of their
hiring policies to allow members who were
in a same-sex marriage to be a part of their
faculty and staff.
“We recognize the diversity of
interpretation of Scripture on this issue
within our denomination and the broader
Christian church, a diversity reflected within
the board of directors and on our campus
as well,” said Goshen president James
Brenneman via a press release.
The CCCU responded on July 28 by
initiating a consultation process with each
of the Council’s 120 members. In a press
release from the CCCU, they stated the
consultation “process has allowed the CCCU
board to consider how to balance the needs
of its diverse membership, which represent
35 different Christian denominations with
a wide range of theological beliefs and
perspectives.”
As a member of the CCCU, Dordt
College has already been contacted by the
Council concerning this issue. Dordt College
President Erik Hoekstra noted his thoughts

on Goshen College’s
action to change their
hiring policies.
“We are not excited
that they have made
this decision.”
President Hoekstra
also shared his opinion
on the decision made
by Union University to drop out of the CCCU.
“It would have been my hope that places
like Union University would have made their
decision a little less hastily. It’s not the best
witness to the world.”
As Union University dropped their
membership on Aug. 3, its president, Samuel
Oliver, shared some powerful thoughts on the
CCCU’s lack of declaration and action.
“Since October of 2013, members of the
CCCU have known of the trajectory of Eastern
Mennonite University in regard to same-sex
marriage. There have been several gatherings
where the Council could have been clear about
our expectations of membership. The Council
could have even deliberated and voted on such
matters. We did not. As a result, we appear
unprepared to state our commitments, much less
take action.”
Upon dropping out of the CCCU on Aug.
31, Oklahoma Wesleyan University President
Everett Piper also spoke on the CCCU’s pace of
action.
“The CCCU’s reluctance to make a swift
decision sends a message of confusion rather
than conviction.”
Dordt President Hoekstra mentioned one
reason remaining in the CCCU, at least for now,
can be important.
“Having a voice in a national organization is
Continued on page 3

· News ·
Hotel Dordt: some check in but are
reluctant to leave
Eric Rowe – Staff Writer
They are remnants of a bygone age and
fragments of a student body that has passed
away. This fall, 17 individuals plan to finish up
their college careers in more than four years.
Take a glimpse into some of the experiences of
these seniors to see what it takes to be ‘super’.
“I feel old,” Dash De Groot said. “A little
outcast. No-I wouldn’t say outcast, just old.”
De Groot is taking an extra semester
because he was going to be two or three classes
short of his finance and mathematics double
major with economics and applied statistics
minors. He says that the hardest part of being
a super senior is knowing that his friends are
graduated, pursuing their careers but he is still
here.
Engineering major, Ben DeVries, expanded
his four-year-plan to a five-year-plan at the
beginning of his junior year.
“I didn’t want to do 20-credit semesters,”
DeVries said. “I am a mechanical/electrical
emphasis [engineering major] with physics and
KSP minors.”
DeVries agrees that the friends who left have
the largest impact on a super senior experience.
“I roomed with the same person for four
years and he graduated,” DeVries said. “You
have to shift friend groups. You know people,
but not the people you came with.”
Community Development Assistant, Chris
Soodsma, is a future super senior who plans to
attend an extra year. He declared his major late
and got concussed his sophomore year, both
have which set him back. He had to retake
classes which were only offered at certain times
and were pre-recs.

John Belushi from Animal House.
“I think that not seeing the people I came
with will be the biggest change,” Soodsma said.
“I won’t know very many underclassmen. I am
in a slightly different boat as I was in the dorms
an extra year.”
Megan Ludens also became a super senior
in order to spread out her course load.
“Between band, a couple of majors - one
with two emphases - and a KSP minor, there
was a lot on my plate,” Ludens said. “I could
have graduated on time, but the stress wasn’t
worth it.”
In her ninth semester, Ludens says the
biggest change is how people can’t help but
point out her senior status.
“Being labeled as a super senior has negative
connotations,” Ludens said. “Super seniors
aren’t capable of handling the course load or
are refusing to grow-up. ‘Super senior’ is a
label used in jest, to poke fun at a friend or
classmate. People have these assumptions
and are wondering if your reason for staying
matches up with those assumptions.”

Chris Geels chose to take an extra year
due to health issues in his senior year, in
order to take care of himself and finish
strong.
“I decided to be a super senior after a
series of events that involved depressive
episodes and anxiety,” Geels said. “I couldn’t
complete classes in the fall and I was a part
time student in the spring.”
In contrast to Ludens, Geels hasn’t noticed
any social stigma attached to his status as a
super senior.
“A lot of people are just really confused
that I am still around,” Geels said. “Even if I
am sure that I told them three times. There’s
no stigma, just general confusion.”
Isaac De Jong is working 20 hours a
week as well as going to class to finish up
his mechanical engineering degree. Though
many of his close friends are gone, De Jong
sees the positive side of his situation.
“I feel less distracted because they aren’t
here,” De Jong said. “Working 20 hours a
week as well as class, feels like work every
day. I feel focused and I can get things
done.”
In his sophomore year, De Jong
made a plan to lighten his load with an
extra semester in order to enable him to
participate in music and athletics. Three
years later, and he has no regrets.
“It allowed me to take the credits
I wanted to, it opened the doors to
internships and work that I wouldn’t have
gotten if I hadn’t added an extra semester,”
De Jong said. “You have your entire life to

Juggling homework, rings, and balls

Juggling Club hones their craft in the Science Building Lobby.
Lauren Bird – Staff Writer
Last year, junior Eric Rowe and sophomore
Erica Liddle started a juggling club at Dordt.
Now that the two have the logistics of the club
figured out, they can focus on doing more with
their club.
Both Rowe and Liddle have juggling
experience from before they came to Dordt.
Rowe’s father started a juggling club at his
university, and Liddle has experience teaching
children to juggle. Liddle says she is very
passionate about teaching people to juggle.
“I believe that juggling has many benefits,”
Liddle said. “Not only does it help develop
physical skills like coordination, but it’s good
for your brain too. I use it as a stress reliever at
times, but it can also be an icebreaker or a tool
for building confidence.”
Last year, when the club began, meetings

were casual and unstructured, according to
Liddle and Rowe. The two were urged by
theatre professor Josiah Wallace to meet in the
lobby of the science building so that anyone
walking by might drop in for a few moments
to learn how to juggle.
While the two leaders want to continue this
aspect of juggling club, they hope that they
can bring the club to the next level. The club’s
mission statement -”Create an environment to
encourage and support jugglers of all skill levels
to increase that skill or remedy the absence of
it”- speaks to the growth and development that
Rowe intends.
“We want to get to a place where we can
show what we’ve been working on,” said Rowe.
“We’re now focusing on getting to a place where
we can have demonstrations on campus in the
spring. We want to use our skills to entertain

the community both at Dordt and in Sioux
Center.”
The pair hopes to have the club prepared
for a routine in TX next semester. Since
Liddle is passionate about teaching others
to juggle, she plans to work with members
of the Sioux Center community to hold a
juggling camp for children in January or
February.
Juggling club meets on Mondays from
6:30 to 8:00 p.m. in the lobby of the science
building.
“Don’t feel pressured to come,” Liddle
said. “We would love for people to even
just stop by and juggle for a minute or two.
I believe everyone can learn to juggle. I
taught third graders to juggle, so you can
learn, too.”
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A lonely tray takes a ride on the commons conveyor
belt.

Abigael Olson – Staff Writer
Many changes in the Commons occurred
over this past summer, but perhaps none as
noticeable as the switch to trayless—or nearly
trayless—dining. In colleges and universities
across the nation, trayless dining has taken hold
as a method to reduce food waste, conserve
water and energy, and save money.
Dordt’s system is slightly different because
some trays are still used to take the dishes to
the dish room. Dordt Dining ‘s trayless dining,
a notion undertaken in order to improve
sustainable practices, was under consideration
for some time. However, financial and logistical
issues postponed the switch until recently.
Dordt Dining knew they needed to make
a change when the Commons was generating
350 pounds of food waste each day, adding
up to over 78,400 pounds each year. For those
who are counting, that’s the equivalent of
22,000 Calculus I textbooks, 8,000 Siamese
cats, or eight UPS trucks.
Mr. Keith Ashley, Food Service Director
of Dordt Dining, denies having significant
pushback from students thus far, though he
admits “At first there were a few grumbles.”
Now, he says that students are trying to
better the system. In fact, commons commuters
try to see how many dirty plates they may stack
on a single tray.
When students are asked about their
commons experience thus far this semester,
not one underclassmen discussed the trayless
dining until prompted to do so.
“I kinda like the no trays,” said freshman
Annechiena Knevelbaard, even though she
doesn’t like having to make multiple trips. “I
heard in past years how people would overload
their trays and waste a lot of food.” She still
sees a lot of waste, but believes it must be an
improvement.
Others find the trayless system adds extra
style and appreciate the revamped Commons.
Sophomore Kiley Olson said, “I don’t feel like
a high-schooler or a middle-schooler anymore,
carrying a tray around; trayless has made (the
Commons) become a lot more casual.”
Sophomore Thomas Soodsma sees both
sides of the issue. “I would rather us not waste
food,” he said, “but I do usually forget my
drink or my silverware now.” He also noticed
a personal health benefit from the switch. “I’m
eating a lot less, which is a good thing!”
Contrastingly, some students, such as
freshmen Tebi Njilefack, Keith Johnson, and
Keist Scott, do not understand why trays are
not being used.
Keith said, “They’re trying to keep you slim,
I guess.”
These football players said they “still
manage” even with the “inconvenience” of
having no trays.
There are currently no numbers to show
how Dordt’s trayless dining affects food waste,
energy consumption, or water usage. However,
the dish room requires less staff and less usage
of the garbage disposal this year. Ashley views
these changes as evidence of the effectiveness of
trayless dining.
To the students who do still have issues with
the trayless system, Ashley asks, “Do you get a
tray when you go to Pizza Ranch?”
“I don’t think so.”

· News ·
New school year brings freshmen ... and bugs
Allison Young – Staff Writer
No student enjoys sitting next to a sick
classmate. The sideways glances of dismay every
time the ailing student coughs or sneezes only
divulge a slight indication of the internal panic
racing through the healthy student’s mind.
The spread of illness throughout college
campuses is an unwelcome, yet all-toocommon, guest.
“When students return to campus after any
break, they bring with them whatever illnesses
they have been exposed to at home,” said Beth
Baas, R.N., B.S.N., and Director of Campus
Health Services at Dordt College.
The fall 2015 semester at Dordt has been
no exception. A virus with upper respiratory
symptoms and the infamous strep throat have
spread throughout campus since the school
year began.
According to Baas, “Return to campus
in August also coincides with the beginning
of allergy season. To the casual observer, it
may seem like the whole campus has a cold;
in actuality, many students are dealing with
allergy symptoms. Allergies that are untreated
can be the cause of sinus infections and other
respiratory symptoms.”
Whether it be allergies, the common
cold, or something more serious, freshmen
seem to fall prey to sickness most easily.
Statistically, Campus Health Services treated
seven more freshman than seniors, followed by
sophomores, then by juniors in the first three
weeks of classes this semester.
In most cases, “Upperclassmen have
immune systems that have been exposed to a

Campus Health nurses smile during a break tending to receiving a flood of sick students
variety of viruses for multiple semesters,” said providing education on how to take care of
Baas. In contrast, “First semester students have yourself. Sometimes we reassure students that
immune systems that have not been exposed it is not necessary to miss class. Sometimes we
to this mixing bowl of illnesses and viruses.” tell students that they need to stay out of class
For that reason, freshmen are more susceptible for their own sake as well as for the protection
to exposure to new viruses. Not everyone who of other students. And of course, some illnesses
gets sick visits the clinic on campus, however, -like strep- will not get better until antibiotics
so there is no truly accurate way to prove that are started,” said Baas.
Campus Health Services offers this word of
freshmen contract more illnesses.
Baas recommends that students who miss caution to students who use multi-symptom
more than one to two days of class for illness cold relief medication like Dayquil or Nyquil:
visit the Campus Health medical clinic, which “These medications are usually fine for the first
is located on the lower level, south side of couple of days of a cold., but it is important to
Covenant Hall. While the majority of illnesses look at the list of medications that are included
are contagious, a student should not assume in these multi-symptom formulas and be
that any illness is an excuse or a requirement to sure that you are not unknowingly doubling
up on them. Most of these formulas contain
skip class.
“It is our goal to help students minimize acetaminophen (Tylenol), which is hard on
days out of class. Sometimes we do this by your liver in high doses.”

A majority of life requires minoring in
problem-solving

Professors’ Math Table gathers for discussion.
Eric Rowe – Staff Writer
What possible use can there be for math
in the real world? Even if this question isn’t
always verbalized, it is still present in the mind
of countless college students. Now, those who
enjoy their mathematics theory with a healthy
helping of real world applications need look no
further. This 2015-16 school year marks the
first year that the mathematics department has
offered an applied math minor.
Math professors Mike Janssen and Tom
Clark noticed that few people considered
taking the regular math minor. They helped
develop the applied math minor to address the
interests of more students.
“It is a complement to the regular math
minor,” Clark said. “We looked at which classes

are more ‘applied’ vs. the ‘pure’ mathematics
and matched the number of credits of the
regular minor.”
Clark describes ‘pure math’ as mathematics
for its own sake while ‘applied math’ is
grounded in the real world.
“A math major should have fluency in all
of these things,” Clark said. “As a math minor,
maybe you focus on one or the other.”
Though the minor is open to any student
who is interested in applied mathematics,
students majoring in engineering are in a
particular position to benefit.
“Because engineers take a lot of
mathematics,” Clark said, “it’s not hard for
them to satisfy the requirements for the minor.”
Engineers are required to take the calculus
series, Math 204, a math and a statistics elective.

Depending on which electives you choose,
it is possible to add the minor by taking a
one-credit problem-solving seminar.
Boone De Kramer is a junior civil
engineering major who added the applied
math minor to his program this year.
“It was only one credit,” De Kramer said.
“The problem-solving seminar sounded
interesting. Anyone can gain from taking
problem-solving.”
Engineering major and senior Juan
Benitez didn’t hear about the opportunity
to get a minor until this semester, when he
had already figured out his schedule.
“There should have been more talking
last semester,” Benitez said. “Although it’s
just one class for me, it wasn’t convenient.”
Though the minor is new this year,
it does not require any adjustment to
the current courses. The dynamics of the
lectures, however, may change depending
on the dispositions of the students taking
the classes.
“The problem-solving seminar has been
skewed towards the pure math side of
things because the regular math minors and
majors are required to take it,” Clark said.
“If that course has a number of students
interested in applied mathematics, then the
way that it’s taught may change to focus on
real world problems.”
Because this year is the first time
that the applied math minor is offered
in the catalog, the minor is still open to
refinement. Clark sees the possibility of
revamping the numerical analysis class to
serve as a capstone course.
“The regular minor has a 300 level
course,” Clark said. “The applied math
minor is lacking a culminating class where
you put everything together.”
Even with improvements yet to be

Tips for staying healthy:
• Wash your hands before you eat or
touch your face. Viruses can live for
hours on a surface. Whenever we touch
a contaminated surface, such as a desk
that was previously used by a sick
student, and then touch our face, we
risk infecting ourselves with the virus
that was left behind.
• Don’t share utensils or beverages with
others. Illnesses such as mono and
mumps are spread by saliva, so sharing
utensils risks sharing disease.
• Running a fever over 100 degrees
means you should “self-isolate” – avoid
contact with others, rest and drink
lots of fluids. Treat fevers with Tylenol
(acetaminophen) and return to classes
when you have gone 24 hours without
a fever or the use of Tylenol.
Source: Beth Baas
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Christian college issues.”
Hoekstra also noted the collaborative offcampus programs that the CCCU offers around
the globe, including the Los Angeles Film
Studies Semester, studying in Washington D.C.
and a semester in Oxford to name a few.
As the CCCU has yet to make a decision
concerning the membership status of EMU and
Goshen College, President Hoekstra joins other
CCCU member school presidents in awaiting a
member-only conference call with the CCCU
Board on Sept. 21. Hoekstra indicated that Dordt
faculty will not make any decisions concerning
the continuation of Dordt’s membership status
of the CCCU until after the CCCU has stated
their own stance on the issue.

· News ·
Have car, need parking: students hunt for vehicular homes
Meagan DeGraaf – Staff Writer
As students pull up to campus on brisk
nights, driving into dark parking lots filled with
cars and disappointment. As they turn around
and drive out of the lot, banished to Siberia,
frustrations increases as there are no empty
parking spots.
Parking shortages plague more campuses
than just Dordt’s. Student parking is a tricky
issue; many colleges wish to expand classroom
buildings and living spaces too attract more
students. However, with the inflection of more
students, campuses fail to account for the extra
vehicles.
Dordt College has an enrollment of 1,459.
Though Dordt students live nearby and
commute to classes, the 87% live on campus.
Many students drive from hours away.
However, they are greeted with about 5 parking
lots, which are nearly always filled.
“This is an issue that needs to be fixed,” said
junior McKenzie Kooima.
Her response to this issue is to remove some
of the grass around campus to introduce more
parking.

The West side of campus struggles with this
spatial issue. Students living in Covenant Hall
or the apartments find additional parking in
the All Seasons Center to be incredibly helpful
when looking for spots.
However, unlike
West, they do not have as many problems
finding parking there.
“I got back here on Sunday from a visit to
home. All I wanted to do was bring my stuff
up to my dorm and relax, but of course there
were no parking spaces. So I ended up having
to carry a bin of clothes all the way across
campus,” said sophomore Becca Nelson, who
lives in West Hall.
It’s not only a lack of parking that causes
problems, but the design of the lot. The
parking lot next to West Hall have slanted
parking spaces to aid students in safely backing
out, but it often causes more harm than good.
“The parking lot by West is a nightmare,”
said sophomore Kami Crabtree, “especially
when two trucks park across from each other.
It seems almost impossible to get around.”
The parking lot on the other side of the

New science building in
line for more updates

East Hall parking lot stays filled with cars.
commons has regularly spaced spots, but the
lot is still very small considering the number of
men living in the East and North Halls. They
too often have to walk from the parking on the
far East of Dordt’s campus, which can be brutal
in the winter.
Marina Meyers, a nursing major, finds it
very hard to park with her strict schedule and
strange class hours. She said she almost always
comes back from a long day of classes and has

Lydia Marcus – Staff Writer
During the 2014-15 school year, Dordt
College students broke in the newly renovated
Science and Technology building, and soon,
the Completion Phase of the construction
project will begin.
The Completion Phase, which is scheduled
to begin in early 2016, will involve the
remodeling of the engineering pod and biology,
chemistry, physics, environmental studies, and
agriculture labs.
Construction will commence with the
demolition of the old engineering pod, which
is not currently in use. The labs will stay
operational until Spring Break of 2017.
After Spring Break of 2017, construction
crews will gut the labs and remove the asbestos
tiles. Once the rooms are asbestos-free, the rest
of the remodeling will begin.
During the 2017 Spring Semester, there
will be eight weeks of lab instead of the usual
12.
“This way, work on the labs can start
earlier so they’ll be done by September of the
following year,” said Dr. Tony Jelsma, who
leads the planning for the Completion Phase.
Even though there will be fewer labs in the
spring semester of 2017, faculty members will
be able to adjust.
“Faculty members will be prepared for
this change and will adjust course content to
continue to provide a great learning experience
for the students during the transitional
semester,” said Brittany De Ruyter, who has

helped organize and plan for the Completion
Phase.
“Renovations are inconvenient, and we all
know that,” Dr. Jelsma said. “But it has to be
done.”
The Completion Phase is worth any
inconvenience it creates because the labs are
outdated. These renovations are necessary for
the sake of Dordt’s science program and the
safety of the students.
One of the primary issues the remodeling
addresses is improved air flow. Any student who
has experienced a lab in the Science Building
can attest to the fact that the ventilation is not
what it should be. The labs are often hot and
stuffy, hardly the preferred setting while dealing
with smelly specimens or odiferous chemicals.
The Completion Phase also includes the
addition of a cadaver lab and computation
chemistry lab. The cadaver lab is an excellent
addition for pre-human health students, and
the computation chemistry lab provides space
for collaborative work and senior research.
“In the current facilities, we’re able to
give our students a great learning experience
and provide many opportunities outside of
normal coursework, such as research, but we
are somewhat limited by the structure we’re
working in,” De Ruyter said. “I can’t wait to see
the teaching and learning explode when those
limits are removed.”
The planned renovations should greatly
improve student lab experience. Labs will
be less crowded, better ventilated and more
inviting.

to park far away. Then she has to walk back to
the other side of Dordt at five in the morning,
along with other unfortunate nursing students
without a convenient parking spot.
Parking is an issue for many colleges, and
Dordt College does want to improve. Ideas
related to parking improvement are welcomed
by student services; suggestions can be given
to Robert Taylor, the dean of student life, or
discussed with symposium representatives.

Six foot six inches
and not even in
heels
Meagan DeGraaf – Staff Writer

Science building continues to be remodeled.

Photo by Jaden Vanden Berg.

For the majority of Dordt College—
being mostly from a Dutch background—
it is not uncommon for a student to be
taller than average height. Haley Moss,
a 6-foot-6-inch Dordt sophomore, goes
above and beyond this stereotype of tall
Dutch people.
From a young age, Moss felt different
than most of the children she knew.
This was primarily because she was born
two feet tall and didn’t stop growing.
When she was younger, it made her selfconscious. Now, she embraces it.
“When I was little, people were
always staring at me—but I’m used to it
now,” Moss said.
While many Dordt students embrace
the “poor college student life” and get
a summer job, Moss used her extreme
height to travel to California as a model.
Because of her height and long legs,
she made an excellent candidate for
modelling.
Most of her experience included
photo shoots, where she had to wear
clothing fitted specially for her tall figure.
One day, she received an interesting
phone call.
“[TLC] called and asked if I would
be on their show, My Giant Life,” Moss
said.
The television show, which focuses
on the lives of women who are extremely
tall, received her height and photographs
from information her agent released.
The show—a recent addition to the
lineup on popular television network
TLC—follows women who are 6 feet
6 inches or taller and documents the
struggles and benefits of being quite tall.

Moss and her roommate, Gala Campos
Oaxaca, flaunt their difference in size.

My Giant Life is often very personal, which is
why Moss turned the offer down.
“I didn’t want to put my whole life on TV,”
said Moss, referring to the personal lives of her
friends, boyfriend and similarly tall family.
She cited her family as the primary reason
for her decline, saying it would not be fair to
them if she allowed their lives to be scrutinized
along with hers.
In spite of this, she plans to continue
modelling and use her height to her advantage
through that outlet next summer. She is even
planning on entering a contest for the model
with the longest legs.
Most of the Moss family shares this trait,
with most being over 6 feet tall. In fact, her
father is 6 feet 7 inches and her brother 6 feet
8 inches tall; she is not even the tallest in her
family. She also mentioned that her boyfriend
is taller than her as well.
Despite standing out from a crowd, Moss
feels comfortable with her height. While it’s
frustrating to order custom jeans for her long
legs, she is happy with who she is, even when
people stare.

· Opinion ·
The Buffington Post – Café Cookies: 240 calories never tasted this good

Elizabeth Bouwkamp – Staff Writer
As school starts up once again, many
students find themselves staying up late,
reading what seems like thousands of pages and
coming to terms with a rigorous schedule. It is
difficult to get into the grind of things again
and action must be taken to wake ourselves
up, roll out of bed, and keep our drooping eyes
awake in those 8 a.m. classes.
For many underclassman students, the
commons is the mother of all meals, but for
those of us who are the sole breadwinner or
breadmaker for ourselves, we need and rely on
our defender dollars as a divergence away from
our Raman, cereal, and almonds (I swear every
Dordt girl has almonds).
Many of us rely on the goodness of the 55th
and Bunsen Brew café cookies to appease our
senses. These 50 cent chocolate chip cookies
deserve an investigation considering the sheer

amount of students that succumb to them
as either late night snacks or a substitute
breakfast when the morning alarm seemed to
have forgotten to go off.
In an examination on the appeal of these
cookies, I decided to look into its nutritional
value to see if what we are putting into our
bodies is really worth getting excited about.
I started at the Otis Spunkmeyer website
(Dordt’s supplier), and put myself in contact
with a customer service agent to get all the
details.
This may come as a shock, but business
club members do not slave behind the
counter to bake fresh cookies for you. Sorry
to disappoint.
The cookies, which are delivered in
frozen, 2 oz. chunks, are baked for 17
minutes, allowed to cool, and then placed
on the counter, their temporary home until
they are snatched up. So what is contained in

these cookies? Let’s look at the basics.
Each cookie contains 240 calories with 100
of those calories being fat (11 grams). Entwined
in the mix as well are 18 grams of sugar and 32
grams total carbohydrate. The Dordt nutrition
class – or more importantly your mother –
probably taught you to look at the first three
ingredients contained in a food item as a
reflection of the majority of the contents in that
particular food. For our infamous cookies, these
three ingredients are enriched bleached flour,
sugar, and palm kernel oil.
To get a better idea on how these cookies
fare with, for instance, Oreos, I examined the
ingredients and nutritional value. Unfortunately,
the serving size for Oreos is three cookies. In
three cookies, you intake 160 calories along with
7 grams of fat, 25 grams of total carbohydrate,
and 14 grams of sugar.
So Oreos are healthier than our Spunkmeyers;

however, how many of us eat less than three
Oreos at a time? Answer: no one. With the
cookies from 55th or Bunsen Brew, it seems
to be more typical of students to purchase one
at a time (although I did have a student buy
8 in one night claiming it was justification
for a rough night ahead). It may be safe to
say that although our cookies from 55th and
Bunsen Brew contain more initial calories, we
undoubtedly eat more Oreos in one sitting.
To conclude what might be an informative
or depressing article for all you chocolate chip
cookies lovers out there, remember that good ol’
saying of “everything in moderation.” If eating
a cookie from 55th seems to be your habitual
late night snack, you might want to rethink
your options. Ignorance is not necessarily bliss
when it comes to our bodies, and keeping an
informed student body is essential in making
both wise and healthy choices.

Ask Jaymie!
Roommate issues?
Relationship drama?

Trumping up a candidacy

Caeden Tinklenberg
– Staff Writer
Donald Trump is not a new figure in politics.
In fact, although he has never represented
anyone but himself, he has always been “cozy”
with politicians. This might come as a surprise
to those who only started following Trump, but
for one to assert that he is not a politician is a
naïve notion. You need to understand some of
the absurdities that headlined Trump’s surge to
dominance over the Republican Party.
The majority of Republicans are primarily
concerned by the possibility that Trump could
run as a third party candidate if he does not win
the Republican nomination. This is a serious
threat to the Grand Ol’ Party because it would
strip support from their chosen nominee,
allowing an easy win for the Democrats. Mr.
Trump was originally fond of a third party run
should he not win the nomination. However,
he came under significant criticism and
received a visit from Reince Priebus, Chairman
of the Republican National Committee, for
his refusal to pledge support to the eventual
nominee while onstage at the first Republican
Primary Debate. Trump, however, reassured
the Republican Party that they “have nothing
to worry about.”
In addition to Trump’s sore-loser plan
for his potential denial for the nomination,
the magnate also utilized unsportsmanlike
intimidation against many, if not most, of
his opponents in the Republican field. These
attacks have come from many fronts, including,
but not limited to:
· Bald-faced lies about himself and others.
During the debate, Trump claimed he had
financially supported the campaigns of those
he debated, when in reality he contributed to
two, Bush and Walker. In fact, Trump gave
more to the campaigns of Democrats Clinton
and Biden.

· Insults on appearance. Of Carly Fiorina,
Trump said, “Look at that face! Would
anyone vote for that? Can you imagine that,
the face of our next president?”
· Personal attacks against character. Trump
does not shy away from dumping insults
on anyone that opposes him, and some of
the worst have been directed at Rand Paul.
Trump tweeted, “Lightweight Senator @
RandPaul should focus on trying to get
elected in Kentuck—a great state which
is embarrassed by him.” Then, “I truly
understood the appeal of Ron Paul, but his
son, @RandPaul, didn’t get the right gene.” It
just does not end. “Truly weird Senator Rand
Paul of Kentucky reminds me of a spoiled
brat without a properly functioning brain. He
was terrible at DEBATE!” Since announcing
his run for presidency, Trump has insulted
Rand Paul’s hearing and golf game, sparing
only Rand’s hair from criticism.
If you still believe anything that Trump
says, or grant his opinion any credibility, I am
curious if your allegiance extends to defend
his tweets and off-hand remarks pertaining to
world issues and pop culture. I dare you to
google search “Trump tweets.” Take a look at
the most recent posts. Many are cheap shots
at reporters, opponents, Univision affiliates,
or as he calls them, his “haters and losers.” If
you scroll a little farther, you will find tweets
about everything from Kristen Stewart and
Robert Pattinson’s relationship to Ebola,
most of which are cringe-worthy to say the
least.
If not worthy of any other praise, Trump
brings more publicity and charisma to the
primaries than ever before. I would bet
large portions of my tuition that he greatly
increases debate viewership. If you want a
show, tune in tonight (Wednesday). As you’re
watching, despite what smooth talking he
might be doing, please think long and hard
about do you really want in a president.
Feel free to email in your thoughts on this
article or other political issues, candidates,
and world events that you would like to
know my stance on or simply think fellow
readers should know about at diamond@
dordt.edu.

Need to rant about the
Commons’ food?
This is a place for questions of
every kind—from, ‘What is the
best way to study for finals?’ to
“ways to sneak the campus cat
in the dorms” and “what makes
a successful Dordt walk.”
Don’t fret, no one will know who is
asking. Advice will come from myself
with the help of the Ask Jaymie readers.

Send your questions to
askjamiediamond@gmail.com
I am so excited to hear from you all and can’t wait to respond to your questions!

· Sports ·
New coach Wolf leads cross country pack
Allison Young – Staff Writer
Energetic, enthusiastic and encompassing:
three adjectives that would likely appear
on any personality test Dordt College’s
head cross country coach Nate Wolf takes.
Defender runners appreciated the uncontained
excitement that Wolf displayed at the season
opener on Friday, Sept. 4.
“It just helps when he’s so excited,” said
sophomore standout Erika Douma. “It makes
you more excited and more willing to work
hard, knowing that he cares so much.”
On July 6, 2015, Dordt College Athletic
Director Glenn Bouma announced Nate
Wolf as Dordt’s head cross country coach and
assistant track and field coach. Wolf established
cross country and track programs at Southwest
Minnesota State University, of which he served
as head coach from 2012-15.
Coach Wolf ’s wife, Lori Wolf, has been
named assistant coach. The Wolfs succeed
another husband-and-wife coaching duo, Greg
and Lorilyn Van Dyke.
The Van Dykes’ coaching tenure of over
a decade left some large shoes to fill, both in
terms of competitive success and reputation
with their athletes. Thus far, Coach Wolf has
picked up right where Van Dyke left off.
“I think I’ve been pleasantly surprised with
how well the team has accepted some of the
changes that we have done from past years,”
Coach Wolf said. “When a team is really
close, and when they’ve had success like what

they’ve had with Coach Van Dyke, you never
know how resistant people will be to change.
From my perspective, that has been a smooth
transition.”
As a former head coach and student athlete
with Northwestern College’s track and cross
country programs, Wolf feels right at home at
an NAIA Christian college.
“One of the reasons why I was very excited
to come back to a Christian college and to be
at Dordt was helping people to understand that
there’s a different way to look at sports,” Coach
Wolf said. “There’s a different way to look at
running besides, ‘I’m just trying to run as fast
as I can’ or ‘I’m just trying to be the fastest.’ I
think those are good things, but as Christians,
why do we run? Is there a deeper meaning to
what we do?”
As a new coach, one of the biggest challenges
is getting to know your athletes in a short time
span; but in three short weeks, the Wolfs had
risen to the challenge.
“He’s really personable and willing to talk
to you for however long about anything,” said
junior runner Steve Kelly.
Coach Wolf strives to help his athletes feel
connected with him.
“Knowing the team individually is very
important to me,” Coach Wolf said.
Team members have noticed that Assistant
Coach Lori Wolf carries the same passion.
“You can tell with Lori, too, she just puts her

Dordt reactions: federal
court sucks air out of
NFL’s deflategate case

Deflategate leaves fans conflicted over Brady’s eligibility.
Christian Zylstra – Staff Writer
Watergate, Rathergate and Deflategate. One of these is not like the other. Controversies
and scandals have enthrall the United States public, and the scandal branded “Deflategate” is
no exception.
Despite taking place in the world of sports, Deflategate has recently been one of the most
debated issues in American sports media. CNN, Fox News, ESPN, discussed the scandal
amongst themselves and with NFL and law experts.
Here’s what we know: Roger Goodell, the NFL Commissioner, suspended Tom Brady, the
New England Patriots’ starting quarterback, for four games. This decision was made based
on a report conducted by Theodore Wells, a well-known criminal attorney with a history
of working in conjunction with the NFL. The report’s infamy has grown, due in part to the
phrase “More probable than not” in regards to Brady’s role in deflating footballs.
Brady, with the support of the NFL Players’ Association, New England Patriots, and Pats
owner Robert Kraft, appealed Goodell’s ruling. Goodell refused to recuse himself from the
appeal hearings, and both he and the NFL decided to uphold Brady’s suspension.
After Brady and the Patriots maintained their innocence, the matter was brought to U.S.
Federal Court. On Sept. 3, U.S. District Judge Richard M. Berman overturned Brady’s fourgame suspension, claiming Goodell’s punishment was too extensive and he did not give Brady
or the rest of the league enough information about the possible severity of punishment for
these infractions.
Continued on page 8

First year cross country coach Nate Wolf .
heart into it. She really wants to be here and is
always asking about your day,” said Douma.
Team members are fully embracing Nate
Wolf ’s team-oriented mentality.
“He does a good job making everyone feel
like they’re a part of the team and making
everyone feel like they’re important—whether
they’re the top runner or the last runner,”
Douma said. “That makes a big difference with
people’s confidence—just feeling like you’re a
part of the team and you’re valued.”
The upperclassmen can view this change
of leadership as an opportunity to make an
impression.
“Since he’s new here, he doesn’t know
anything about your past performances or
your family,” said senior runner Kaylie Ogle.

“He doesn’t even really know our personalities.
He’s been very open to everyone on the team
because he wants to get to know you.”
As the 2015 cross country season gets into
full swing, Coach Wolf ’s infectious sense of
joy and enthusiasm will continue to spread
throughout the team. His grateful spirit
and theocentric running philosophy clearly
demonstrate how well he fits the coaching role.
“Every little kid wants to run before they
can walk,” Coach Wolf said. “I have a nephew
who is five and he runs everywhere because
it’s fun. I think it’s important to remember
that—it’s fun. What we do isn’t life or death.
Everything we do is a gift. I have the best job in
the world in that running is play.”

Fantasy Football invades
Dordt Sundays
Aaron Ladzinski – Staff Writer
Sundays are a day of holiness. They are also
a day filled with football for many Americans
as men and women across the country quickly
check their lineups to see who the best available
option is. Lineups? Yes, lineups, for the game
from thin air: fantasy football.
It’s a game that is as down and dirty as the
real thing, where people draft and create teams
to earn points and win games. The entire game is
virtual, meaning it’s online and connects people
all over the world. Fantasy football has even
taken Dordt College by storm.
For instance, Dordt’s very own college
football team is using fantasy football to bond.
Multiple positions on Dordt’s squad have their
own leagues, specifically for a position group.
“Some freshmen and position players use it
to bond together, and it helps them to get to
know each other,” said Ben Bajema, one of the
Dordt football team’s captains.
Fantasy football: a game where you draft the
players that you think will earn the most points
for your team. Any player is on the table, no
matter who they are, as long as you draft them
first. There are multiple lineup variations of how
points can be achieved, but lineup structure can
vary from league-to-league.
When it comes to winning and losing, people
occasionally take things past the breaking point,
so it should be no surprise that trash talking is a
part of this fantasy world.
There is a sense of pride or arrogance when a
fantasy team wins for “its coach.” Each win leaves
an owner with bragging rights over another
person for an entire week or even sometimes a
calendar year. The trash talking in leagues can

become pretty vicious, unless of course, people
play with their pastors.
“We trash talk our pastor very cleanly,” said
Dordt College junior Brandon Fokkema. “We
are all Seahawks fans, so we gave him a lot of
trash for having two 49ers players on his team.”
Not only do people get to talk trash with
their pastors, but some also say it’s the best part.
“Trash talking is absolutely one of the best
parts,” Fokkema said.
As stated before, every game matters in
fantasy football, cajoling coaches into watching
every game possible, and keeping them flipping
back and forth between channels to see if their
players did well or not.
“I think my favorite part of fantasy is the fact
that I have to cheer for more than one team,”
said Dordt College sophomore Trevor TeKolste.
Not only does it make people watch every
game, hoping that certain teams and players
succeed or fail, but it is also a way for people to
connect with others back home.
“It does help me to connect with people back
home and on campus, as I am a part of two
leagues,” said Dordt College sophomore Lance
De Zwarte. “I always get killed by the people
back home because they tend to have more time
on their hands.”
Every week matters and every week you must
to check your lineups to make sure players are
healthy and playing. Fantasy football is a fire
that will not be put out: people can now access
their teams through different apps.

Dordt College students’ first round selections:
Brandon Fokkema—Calvin Johnson
Trevor TeKolste—Drew Brees
Lance De Zwarte—Peyton Manning
Aaron Ladzinski—Marshawn Lynch
Adam Daane—Eddie Lacy

Brevan Jasper—Adrian Peterson
Schyler Kane—Adrian Peterson
Julian Newell—Antonio Brown
Josh Schoorl—Tom Brady
Carter Pollema—Adrian Peterson

· Arts & Entertainment ·
Musical borrowing from Gospel hopes to
cast its spell on campus
Lauren Bird – Staff Writer

Godspell cast rehearse songs in the New World Theatre.

This October, prepare ye the way for
Godspell, DC style. The theatre department
will put on the musical, which is based on the
book of Matthew. Teresa Ter Haar, the show’s
director, and her production team plan to
present the musical in a way that emphasizes
the themes of community and acceptance that
she believes are central to the story.
A number of years ago, former theatre
professor Jeri Schelhaas proposed Godspell to
former president Carl Zylstra. Zylstra rejected
the show, believing that it was not appropriate
for the school at that time.
When Godspell opened on Broadway in the
70’s, it was clownish and had a tone of mockery
towards the story in Matthew. Ter Haar believes
that the message doesn’t have to be presented in
this fashion, however, and pitched her idea to
reimagine the show to President Hoekstra.
“I believe the creators of Godspell recognize
the need for the production to connect to
the community, so they give creative license
and flexibility to directors in order to do this.
Godspell is about the creation of community.
The disciples were regular people, and Jesus

brought them together. He comes to us as he
did to the disciples,” Ter Haar said.
Ter Haar and Luke Venhuizen, marketing
coordinator for the show, have been working
together to make sure this production
interacts with the community in a deeper way.
Venhuizen has created prayer books that will
be distributed through campus, appearing in
dorms, at chapel, and at other major events
for students’ use. Students are encouraged to
write anonymous prayers that will then be
incorporated into the production during each
intermission.
However, this is not the only way
Venhuizen plans to get the theatre department
connected to the community. He also plans
for the department to hold a service day for
community members.
“The goal here is to reach out to those that
we don’t usually reach out to simply because
we have no real opportunity to. We’re hoping
to bridge the gap between Dordt and people
in the Sioux Center area that don’t have a
connection to Dordt,” Venhuizen said.
Venhuizen hopes that Godspell will tie
theatre and religious narratives together.
“Theatre is a valid way of storytelling. My
hope is that people will be able to see the book
of Matthew in a different perspective. Seeing

Artist spins a tale in one day Date night fun: arts in the
(cont.)
prairie
Continued from page 1

Sergio said that though we live in the middle
of that messed-up world, we must realize that a
greater realm awaits us.
Growing up in the vivid landscape of
Mexico, Gomez was surrounded by a colorful
environment. While one may expect him to use
color in all his pieces, a surprising amount of
his work is kept within the realm of black-andwhite.
The live piece that he worked on for over
half a day - displayed now in the bottom level
of the Ribbens Academic Complex - was drawn
entirely with charcoal.
Gomez told KSP Crossings interviewers, “I
prefer [charcoal] for large drawings because it’s
just messier. And more fun.”
“And if you make a mistake, you can just fix
it, right?” Yes, more room for error.”
A chief element of art that Gomez appreciates
is the opportunity for his audience to interpret
his work on a personal level.
“People can respond in different ways.”

The Crossings staff finished up the gallery
reception by asking the artist to share any
advice he might give to other artists or to a
younger version of himself. After a moment
of thought, Gomez said, “Work even when
you’re not inspired.”
He then told a personal story: Immediately
after graduate school, before his work had
gained real credence in the art world, he
often found himself in his garage, painting
and drawing pieces that he was not afraid to
call “ugly.” Yet, they were a part of the artistic
process. That is to say, if you stop creating art,
it’s hard to get started again.
“Good work finds its way out in the
world,” Gomez said.
A life of art is exactly that - an artistic life,
not a few artistic moments scattered here and
there.
Check
out
virtualartist.com
or
sergiogomezart.wordpress.com to learn more
about this guest artist displayed in the Dordt
College art gallery.

Janelle Caminga – Staff Writer
Art. Culture. Live Music. Free
Food. Prime Location.
Gentlemen, stop stressing about
date night this weekend.
Grab a girl.
We’ve got you covered.
On Saturday, September 26, the
Dordt College Arts and Biology
departments are hosting Arts in
the Prairie. This event takes place
from 3 to 4 pm at the north end of
the prairie near the soccer fields. If The first annual Arts in the Prairie event will be held on Sept. 26
starting at 3p.m.
you commute, parking is available
behind the BJ Haan.
Once you arrive at the prairie, you’ll be led on a tour by the two departments. Students and
members of the community will provide live instrumental music and visual artists will exhibit
their skill right before your eyes. You may even learn a bit about life on the prairie tour through
poetry readings and prairie grass brush art. The Sioux Center Recreation and Arts Council will
provide refreshments for the event.
Whether you’re interested in the arts or end up getting dragged along with your friends, you’re
welcome to come and enjoy this special event.

No Escape thrills, but not the greatest
escape
Kyle Fosse – Staff Writer
Sitting down in the movie theatre, I had
very little idea as to what John Dowdle’s No
Escape was going to be about, but nothing
could have prepared me for the emotional
distress I would have to endure over the next
hour and a half.
Dowdle is primarily known for his horror
films – a fact which carries over very well when
it comes to non-supernatural, but nonetheless
spine-tingling, movies like this. In terms of plot
and character development, it was a long shot
from a brilliant movie, but it still manages to
be an edge-of-your-seat, remember-to-breathe
sort of film.
While most movies in this genre involve
a well-trained warrior-type trying to save his
friends and family from the thugs (see Air

Force One, any of the Die Hard movies, or
Liam Neeson), No Escape was a madcap and
terrifying attempt to flee that stereotype. The
main character, Jack, played by Owen Wilson
and his nose, is just an ordinary man. His
fatherly instincts clash with a genuine fear of
what might happen next – which could be
anything. In spite of the intense action of the
film, the story is interspersed with genuinely
touching moments and even drops of humor.
Visually, the film is a step above average,
mainly thanks to its interesting SoutheastAsian backdrop. It captured well the gritty,
blood-stained action through the filming style.
I was both skeptical and intrigued to
see Wilson in a serious role, let alone that
of a protective husband and father, but
the seasoned actor pulled it off very nicely,
displaying the father-leader role in a subtle, but
layered, performance. His moments of reversal,

when his desire to protect his team
overtakes his normal upbringing, are
quite powerful and give good internal
dialogue to an otherwise actionoriented movie. Pierce Brosnan and
his friend, dubbed “Kenny Rogers”,
make recurring appearances as stock
characters in the vein of Han Solo
and Chewbacca. Their intrusions are
necessary for both plot and humor,
and their antics aren’t unappreciated.
If you enjoy a good heart-attack,
or simply want to watch Wilson
not try to be funny, No Escape is
an intense and, at times, moving
thriller. This film begs the question,
“How far would one man go to
protect his family?” If I had to give
it a star rating, I would give it a solid
3.5 out of 5.

· The Back Page ·
Defender’s own Sportscenter coming to Dordt
Aaron Ladzinski – Staff Writer
There is a brand new podcast coming to
campus, Dordt College’s own version of a
morning talk show or a mini SportsCenter on
the go. It’s a place to listen about the sports
action on Dordt’s campus. From hockey to
softball, it’s the place to hear about who is
hot and what teams to watch. The podcast is
a production courtesy of Derek De Vries and
the Dordt Diamond’s very own sports editor,
Christian Zylstra.
Of course, the same news will viewed
by Mike Byker, who will help the two hosts
conduct the show. Byker hopes the show will
be success.

“I will offer ideas and feedback, but the
views are those of the hosts,” Dordt College
Sports Information Director Mike Byker
said. “I as SID choose whether to endorse it
by offering it to the followers Dordt College
Athletics has on Twitter and Facebook.”
Additionally, the goal is to spread a better
knowledge of the sports going on around and
on campus.
“The goal is to inform people of what’s
happening right now for all of the athletic
teams on a weekly basis,” De Vries said.
Not only can the podcast heard across
campus, but it’s also available online. The
show is a weekly production with a soft 30
minutes time limit. De Vries hopes to extend

Humans of Dordt College

“

My major is social work. I had always thought I wanted
to do communication, but I love working with people and
the satisfying feeling I get from helping others. As I looked
through Dordt’s system, I saw this major called social work
and I thought what the heck is that? So, I signed up for the
workshop when I did a Dordt visit, and I met with Erin
Olson. Everything started to click. I started volunteering, I
went to Royal Family Kids Camp, and Nicaragua. Ever since
then I have been really passionate about helping others and
working for the kingdom.
-Brendan Miedema

“

the podcast past Dordt College.
“We want to especially give those that don’t
live around here a way to stay involved with
Dordt athletics,” he said. “It gives parents an
opportunity to hear a bit more about the teams
their children play for, and it’s another way to
keep the alumni a part of Dordt College.”
Not only will the podcast feature the two
hosts, but they also hope to expand the podcast
to have guest speakers when it picks up traction.
“We’ve been trying to put in quotes from
coaches on the matches to at least try to get
their viewpoints,” De Vries said. “But in the
future, if coaches are interested in recording
with us or giving us some quotes each week,
that’d be great. Otherwise, something that
would be cool would be having Dordt College
alumni.”
The team of Byker, De Vries and Zylstra
hopes the podcast will take off in the upcoming
weeks as fall athletics begins to heat up.

“I’m hoping to give Derek and Christian
a taste of what it feels like to do something
that the public actually consumes and doesn’t
end up gathering dust on a shelf somewhere
or buried in a folder full of digital files,” Byker
said.
Not only does Byker have high hopes for
the show, but so does De Vries.
“I think the podcast has gone well initially,”
De Vries said. “We haven’t really had anything
like this before at Dordt, but we all know it’s
the direction sports media is headed in. The
interaction of social media has helped us to
begin to promote this broadcast.”
For those interested in listening to this
weekly podcast, new episodes can be found in
the Twitter feeds of Dordt College Athletics (@
dcathletics) and KDCR (@KDCR_885). The
episodes can also be found on Soundcloud by
searching “This Week in Defender Athletics.”

Dordt reactions: federal
court sucks air out of
NFL’s deflategate case
(cont.)
Continued from page 6

Tom Brady played in the NFL Season Opener on Sept. 10, where New England defeated
the Pittsburgh Steelers 28-21.
From a major political scandal to controversy on the sports landscape, these improprieties
have captivated the country. Americans across the nation are watching closely and discussing
from afar. Dordt College is no exception.
“It was an internal violation of NFL rules, therefore, the NFL should figure it out on their
own rather than looking to a third party,” said Dordt College junior and Dordt Republicans
co-founder Caeden Tinklenberg. “Specifically, the NFL shouldn’t look to the government and
its resources to solve the NFL’s own problems.”
A random sampling of 25 Dordt College students revealed that 22 students believe Brady
should definitely be suspended. In regards to the other three students, two students believe
Brady’s suspension should be overturned (which it was) and the final student thought Brady
should be suspended, but because of NFLPA and labor laws, Brady should have had a right to
take the case to court.
“There’s just so much surrounding the Patriots that it’s hard to imagine Brady and the
organization being completely innocent,” said Dordt College junior nursing student Nathan
Van Peursem. “The NFL is a quarterback-league, and for someone of Brady’s stature to not
know everything about how those footballs are being treated is highly unlikely.”
A couple other students did not have a specific opinion on the Deflategate issue, but they
were skeptical of Tom Brady and the Patriots due to the pair’s shady past with “Spygate” and
recent revelations involving headset malfunctions for opposing teams at Gillette Stadium.
Whether in the dorms or in on-campus apartments, across the state or the nation, someone
somewhere is discussing the latest breaking news about another major scandal. And someone
somewhere is talking about the New England Patriots and Tom Brady.

